LOOK AFTER YOUR MENTAL
HEALTH
WHILE SOCIAL DISTANCING OR SELF
ISOLATING
Social Distancing and Self-isolation means we won't be
spending time with many of our
friends and family.
It is normal to feel anxious, frustrated or bored.
Read our tips to help you cope.

1. STAY CONNECTED
Phone calls and texts are a good way to stay
in touch. Call and text your friends and
family to talk. You can even video call
them to see their face.

Search online for positive ways to keep busy.
Try searching for music, hobbies or TV
shows you are passionate about.

Remember to avoid anything that is harmful
to your physical or mental health.
If you're worried by things you're experiencing
online, talk to someone you trust.

2. STAY CALM
Staying calm, when we are unsure of what is
happening, can be hard.

Breathing techniques, mindfulness and
focusing are a great way to relax and release
anxiety.

There are many Apps and websites that can
help support you to stay calm.
Search for the Apps Calm and Headspace on
your phone.

Search online for:
Calm.com
Mindful.com
nhs.uk (and search breathing exercises for
stress)

Or search breathing techniques and
mindfulness on YOUTUBE.

3. TAKE A BREAK
FROM THE NEWS
Watching or reading the news can be
important, if you want to know what is going
on and to stay up to date with government
guidance.

However, it can be bad for our mental health
to constantly check the news and wait for
updates.

If you find the news upsetting or it makes
you anxious, it is okay to take a break.
Arrange a time once a day to check the news
or even every other day. You can still stay up
to date without checking everyday.

4. PLAN YOUR DAYS
Stick to your usual routine as much as
possible. This can help you feel more
comfortable.
Get up at the same time.
Follow your normal routine for washing and
dressing.
Have your meals at the same times.

Make a list of all the different activities you
can do and make yourself a plan for the
week.
Put this up on the wall to remind you what
you are doing each day.

Make sure to include some exercise.
You can do a workout video at home, walk
around the garden or some simple stretches.

Ticking off each activity as you have done it
can show how much you have achieved that
day.

Your plans can include fun activities, such as
arts and crafts, as well as household jobs,
such as hoovering.

5. AVOID STRESSFUL
SITUATIONS AT HOME
Staying home whilst feeling stressed and
worried can cause tension between you and the
people you live with.

To stop you falling out, you could make sure
everyone has their own space. When you use
this space others will know you want to be
alone or need time out.

This space could be a room in the house, a
special corner or your garden.

A great way to avoid arguments can be to have
a schedule that everyone agrees to.
This might help if you share a bathroom,
kitchen or TV.

It's best to agree with how things will be
shared out.
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